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stereotypes
the conversation around the 
BOWL WITH A GROUP OF GIRLS 
the other day was alL About 
clothes and haircuts. at a 
sesSion a few days later with 
an equal number of guys, the 
tOPICs were scatAlogical, for  
the most part. The levEL of 
skateboarding at the sesSions 
was roughly equivalent.
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community outreach
Eric’s board got punctured, 
so he traced a big circle and 
drilled and punched out A 
bigGEr hole and smoothed the 
edges. he says It’s a bit flexy 
but it’s just the right size for 
a beer can in a Koozie.
 it was unsetTling when 
two authority figures drove 
right into the skatepark, but 
NObody was smoking or drink-
ing. then One park ranger sat 
on the edge of the bowl and 
dangled his legs over the 
coping! but he just  wanted a 
lower angle on the pipe for a 
photo. most shocking was the 
ranger borRowed a board and 
took a few runs.
 meanwhile some older guys 
were skating the big bowl.
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SEATtLE vert ramp 
it rains on the emerald city 
something like 150 days per 
year, so it can be difficult to 
find a dry session. When their 
only indoor vert option closed 
down, some seattle vert 
skaters took it upon themselves 
to build a covered vert ramp. 
they didn’t skimp either: The 
ramp is a full 56 feet wide 
with 11 foot radius transitions 
and tw0 feet of vert. two 
foot extensions at one end, 
spacious decks, a birch surface 
and an arched fabric roof, 
Most people complain about 
the weather but these guys 
did something about it. 
http://seattle.vertramp.org
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eugene – air to fakie grover
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south park
it looked pretty rad ON THE 
INTERNET but it has gotten 
mixed reviews. GROVER, TROY AND  
MC STOPPED BYON THE WAY TO 
SKATE THE VERT RAMP. The 
neighborhood is not very 
salubrious – copious clumsy 
graffiti completes the look. 
The SKATEPARK is fun though.  
 a person WHO brought a …



… broom and put in the time 
to  learn the lines could 
have a good session thEre. 
EISEI, a KID visiting FROM japan, 
went over the doorways 
seven times in one run. 
 It would be rad to set up 
tiki torches and hibachis on 
each of the islands some 
evening and have a weenie 
roast and apocalyptic jam.
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